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What do homotopy algebras form?
Vasily A. Dolgushev, Alexander E. Hoffnung, and Christopher L. Rogers
Abstract
In paper [4], we constructed a symmetric monoidal category SLieMC∞ whose objects
are shifted (and filtered) L∞-algebras. Here, we fix a cooperad C and show that algebras
over the operad Cobar(C) naturally form a category enriched over SLieMC∞ . Following
[4], we “integrate” this SLieMC∞ -enriched category to a simplicial category HoAlg
∆
C
whose mapping spaces are Kan complexes. The simplicial category HoAlg∆C gives us a
particularly nice model of an (∞, 1)-category of Cobar(C)-algebras. We show that the
homotopy category of HoAlg∆C is the localization of the category of Cobar(C)-algebras
and ∞-morphisms with respect to ∞ quasi-isomorphisms. Finally, we show that the
Homotopy Transfer Theorem is a simple consequence of the Goldman-Millson theorem.
1 Introduction
This work is motivated by Dmitry Tamarkin’s answer [24] to Vladimir Drinfeld’s question
“What do dg categories form?” [10], and by papers [1], [8], [13], [15], and [18]. Here, we give
an answer to the question “What do homotopy algebras form?”
Homotopy algebras and their generalizations appear in constructions of string topology,
in rational homotopy theory, symplectic topology, deformation quantization, and quantum
field theory. For a gentle introduction to this topic, we refer the reader to paper [25]. For a
more detailed exposition, a standard reference is book [19] by Jean-Louis Loday and Bruno
Vallette.
Despite an important role of homotopy algebras, it is not clear what higher categorical
structure stands behind the homotopy theory of homotopy algebras. A possible way to
answer to this question is to use closed model categories and this approach is undertaken in
paper [26] by Bruno Vallette. Here, we suggest a different approach which is based on the
use of the convolution L∞-algebra and the Getzler-Hinich construction [13], [15].
By a homotopy algebra structure on a cochain complex of k-vector1 spaces A we mean
a Cobar(C)-algebra structure on A, where C is a differential graded (dg) cooperad satisfying
some technical conditions. In this paper, we fix such a cooperad C and show that Cobar(C)-
algebras form a SLieMC∞ -enriched category HoAlgC, where SLie
MC
∞ is the enhancement of
the symmetric monoidal category of shifted L∞-algebras introduced in
2 [4]. Then, using
a generalization of the Getzler-Hinich construction [13], [15], we show that the SLieMC∞ -
category of Cobar(C)-algebras can be “integrated” to the category HoAlg∆C enriched over
∞-groupoids (a.k.a. Kan complexes).
1In this paper, we assume that char(k) = 0.
2See also Section 3.1 of this paper.
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Our approach is conceptually similar to a standard construction of the simplicial category
of chain complexes i.e., “trivial” homotopy algebras. There, instead of constructing the
simplicial mapping spaces directly, one exploits the simple fact that chain complexes are
naturally enriched over chain complexes i.e., abelian L∞-algebras. The simplicial category
is then constructed by first truncating the mapping complexes and applying the Dold-Kan
functor. It has been noted, for example by E. Getzler in [13], that the integration of a
L∞-algebra is, up to homotopy, a non-abelian analogue of the Dold-Kan functor. Hence, to
construct the simplicial category HoAlg∆C of non-trivial homotopy algebras, we proceed via
analogy by first considering a category of homotopy algebras enriched over L∞-algebras i.e.,
“non-abelian complexes”.
Furthermore, we prove that the homotopy category of HoAlg∆C is the localization of the
category of Cobar(C)-algebras with respect to ∞ quasi-isomorphisms, and this is indeed
the correct homotopy category of homotopy algebras (see for example [19, Thm. 11.4.12]).
Thus the simplicial category HoAlg∆C is the sought higher categorical structure which stands
behind the homotopy category of homotopy algebras.
For simplicity of the exposition, we present all constructions in the “1-colored” setting.
However, it is not hard to see the all the statements can be easily extended to the multi-
colored setting.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to prerequisites on homotopy
algebras. In this section, we describe the convolution L∞-algebra Conv(V,A) associated to
a C-coalgebra V and a Cobar(C)-algebra A, and recall [8] that, for every pair of Cobar(C)-
algebras A,B, Maurer-Cartan (MC) elements of Conv(C(A), B) are in bijection with ∞-
morphisms from A to B. Section 3 starts with a brief reminder of the symmetric monoidal
category SLieMC∞ introduced in [4]. Then we construct the SLie
MC
∞ -enriched category HoAlgC
and the corresponding simplicial category HoAlg∆C . In Section 4, we show that pi0
(
HoAlg∆C
)
is
the homotopy category of Cobar(C)-algebras, i.e. every ∞ quasi-isomorphism of Cobar(C)-
algebras gives an invertible morphism in pi0
(
HoAlg∆C
)
and the category pi0
(
HoAlg∆C
)
has the
desired universal property. Also in Section 4, we characterize ∞ quasi-isomorphisms as
precisely those morphisms which induce homotopy equivalences between mapping spaces
via (pre)composition. Finally, in Section 5, we give a very concise proof of the Homotopy
Transfer Theorem for homotopy algebras. This proof is based on a construction from [7] and
a version of the Goldman-Millson theorem from [2].
On a more general definition of a homotopy algebra. One could also define a ho-
motopy algebra as an algebra over an operad O which is freely generated by a collection C
when viewed as an operad in the category of graded vector spaces, where the collection C
and the differential on O are subject to some technical conditions. It is not hard to gener-
alize all the constructions of our paper to this more general setting. However, for simplicity
of the exposition, we decided to present the whole story for the case when O is the cobar
construction applied to a fixed cooperad.
Is the SLieMC∞ -enriched category of L∞-algebras related to the rational homotopy
theory? It is not surprising that the answer to this question is “yes”. However, a pre-
cise formulation of the answer requires some technical conditions on L∞-algebras and some
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amendments to the definition of the mapping space. So separate note [5] is devoted to this
question.
Related work on this subject
While this preprint was in preparation, paper [16] appeared on arXiv.org. In this paper, the
authors constructed a quasi-category of Leibniz ∞-algebras also using the Getzler-Hinich
construction [13], [15].
Our paper agrees in spirit with treatise [20] by Jacob Lurie. In this treatise, J. Lurie devel-
ops a systematic approach to algebraic structures on objects in a fixed symmetric monoidal
∞-category. This approach allows him to define E∞-ring as a commutative algebra object
in the∞-category of spectra. Even though, the framework of the presentation of [20] is very
general, we could not find a particular statement in the current version of draft [20] from
which all statements proved in our paper will follow. One of the reasons for this is that,
in [20], J. Lurie usually assumes the all the (co)chain complexes under consideration satisfy
some kind of boundedness condition whereas in our paper we do not impose this assumption.
In paper [26], Bruno Vallette used the simplicial localization methods of Dwyer and
Kan [11] to upgrade the category of Cobar(C)-algebras with∞-morphisms (for a cooperad C
satisfying some conditions) to a simplicial category (see Theorem 3.5 in [26]). The homotopy
category of this simplicial category is isomorphic to that of HoAlg∆C and we believe that there
is a more precise link between these two simplicial categories.
Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Thomas Willwacher for useful discussions,
and Jim Stasheff for helpful comments. V.A.D. and C.L.R. acknowledge NSF grant DMS-
1161867 for a partial support. C.L.R. also acknowledges support from the German Research
Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG)) through the Institutional Strategy
of the University of Go¨ttingen. Finally, we would like to thank an anonymous referee for
reading carefully our manuscript and for many helpful suggestions.
Notation and conventions
A big part of our conventions is borrowed from [4]. For example, the ground field k has
characteristic zero and Chk denotes the category of unbounded cochain complexes of k-
vector spaces. Any Z-graded vector space V is tacitly considered as the cochain complex
with the zero differential. Following [4] we frequently use the ubiquitous abbreviation “dg”
(differential graded) to refer to algebraic objects in Chk . The notation sV (resp. by s
−1 V )
is reserved for the suspension (resp. the desuspension) of a cochain complex V , i.e.
(
sV
)•
=
V •−1 and
(
s−1V
)•
= V •+1 . Finally, for a pair V , W of Z-graded vector spaces we denote by
Hom(V,W )
the corresponding inner-hom object in the category of Z-graded vector spaces.
Following [4] we tacitly assume the Koszul sign rule. In particular,
(−1)ε(σ;v1,...,vm)
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will always denote the sign factor corresponding to the permutation σ ∈ Sm of homogeneous
vectors v1, v2, . . . , vm. Namely,
(−1)ε(σ;v1,...,vm) :=
∏
(i<j)
(−1)|vi||vj | , (1.1)
where the product is taken over all inversions (i < j) of σ ∈ Sm.
For a finite group G acting on a cochain complex (or a graded vector space) V , we denote
by
V G, and VG,
respectively, the subcomplex ofG-invariants in V and the quotient complex ofG-coinvariants.
Using the advantage of the zero characteristic, we often identify VG with V
G via this isomor-
phism
v 7→
∑
g∈G
g(v) : VG → V
G . (1.2)
For a graded vector space (or a cochain complex) V the notation S(V ) (resp. S(V ))
is reserved for the underlying vector space of the symmetric algebra (resp. the truncated
symmetric algebra) of V :
S(V ) = k⊕ V ⊕ S2(V )⊕ S3(V )⊕ . . . ,
S(V ) = V ⊕ S2(V )⊕ S3(V )⊕ . . . ,
where
Sn(V ) =
(
V ⊗k n
)
Sn
.
We denote by As, Com, Lie the operads governing associative, commutative (and associa-
tive), and Lie algebras, respectively. We set As(0) = Com(0) = 0 . In other words, algebras
over As and Com are non-unital. We denote by As∞, Com∞, and Lie∞ the dg operads which
govern homotopy versions of the corresponding algebras. Furthermore, we denote by coAs,
coCom, and coLie, the cooperads which are obtained from As, Com, and Lie respectively, by
taking the linear dual.
For an augmented operad O, we denote by O◦ the kernel of the augmentation. Dually,
for a coaugmented cooperad C we denote by C◦ the cokernel of the coaugmentation. Recall
that for every augmented operad O (resp. coaugmented cooperad C) the collection O◦ (resp.
C◦) is naturally a pseudo-operad (resp. pseudo-cooperad) in the sense of [3, Section 3.2]
(resp. [3, Section 3.4]).
For an operad (resp. a cooperad) P and a cochain complex V we denote by P (V ) the
free P -algebra (resp. the cofree3 P -coalgebra) generated by V :
P (V ) :=
⊕
n≥0
(
P (n)⊗ V ⊗n
)
Sn
. (1.3)
For example,
Com(V ) = S(V ) and coCom(V ) = S(V ) .
3In this paper we only consider nilpotent coalgebras.
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For a cooperad C, it is sometimes more convenient to work with the cofree C-coalgebra
defined as the direct sum of the space of invariants (instead of coinvariants):
⊕
n≥0
(
C(n)⊗ V ⊗n
)Sn
. (1.4)
For example, it is more natural to define a C-coalgebra structure on a graded vector space
(or a cochain complex) V as a collection of comultiplication maps
∆n : V →
(
C(n)⊗ V ⊗n
)Sn
(1.5)
satisfying some natural coassociativity axioms which are obtained by dualizing the corre-
sponding axioms for algebras over an operad.
We denote this direct sum by
C(V )inv :=
⊕
n≥0
(
C(n)⊗ V ⊗n
)Sn
(1.6)
and keep in mind that C(V )inv is isomorphic to C(V ) via map (1.2).
Following [4], S and S−1 denote the underlying collections of the operads
Ends−1 k , and Endsk ,
respectively. Furthermore, for a dg (co)operad P , we denote by SP (resp. S−1P ) the dg
(co)operad which is obtained from P by tensoring with S (resp. S−1):
SP := S⊗ P , S−1P := S−1 ⊗ P .
For example, SLie∞-algebras are algebra over the dg operad
SLie∞ := Cobar(coCom) (1.7)
and L∞-algebras are algebras over the dg operad
Lie∞ := Cobar(S
−1coCom) . (1.8)
Just as in [4], we often call SLie∞-algebras shifted L∞-algebras. Although a SLie∞-
algebra structure on a cochain complex V is the same thing as an L∞ structure on sV ,
working with SLie∞-algebras has important technical advantages. This is why we prefer to
deal with shifted L∞ structures on V versus original L∞ structures on sV .
Following [4], we denote the tensor product of ∞-morphisms of SLie∞-algebras by ⊗
even though the tensor product of the SLie∞-algebras is denoted by ⊕.
We often use the plain arrow → for ∞-morphisms of homotopy algebras. Of course,
it should be kept in mind that in general such morphisms are maps of the corresponding
coalgebras but not the underlying cochain complexes.
The abbreviation “MC” is reserved for the term “Maurer-Cartan”.
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Conventions about trees. By a tree we mean a connected graph without cycles with
a marked vertex called the root. In this paper, we assume that the root of every tree has
valency 1 (such trees are sometimes called planted). The edge adjacent to the root is called
the root edge. Non-root vertices of valency 1 are called leaves. A vertex is called internal if
it is neither a root nor a leaf. We always orient trees in the direction towards the root. Thus
every internal vertex has at least 1 incoming edge and exactly 1 outgoing edge. An edge
adjacent to a leaf is called external. A tree t is called planar if, for every internal vertex v
of t, the set of edges terminating at v carries a total order.
Let us recall [3, Section 2] that for every planar tree t the set V (t) of all its vertices is
equipped with a natural total order such that the root is the smallest vertex of the tree.
For a non-negative integer n, an n-labeled planar tree t is a planar tree equipped with
an injective map
l : {1, 2, . . . , n} → L(t) (1.9)
from the set {1, 2, . . . , n} to the set L(t) of leaves of t . Although the set L(t) has a natural
total order we do not require that map (1.9) is monotonous.
The set L(t) of leaves of an n-labeled planar tree t splits into the disjoint union of the
image l({1, 2, . . . , n}) and its complement. We call leaves in the image of l labeled.
A vertex x of an n-labeled planar tree t is called nodal if it is neither the root, nor a
labeled leaf. We denote by Vnod(t) the set of all nodal vertices of t. Keeping in mind the
canonical total order on the set of all vertices of t we can say things like “the first nodal
vertex”, “the second nodal vertex”, and “the i-th nodal vertex”.
It is convenient to talk about (co)operads and pseudo-(co)operads using the groupoid
Tree(n) of n-labeled planar trees. Objects of Tree(n) are n-labeled planar trees and mor-
phisms are non-planar isomorphisms of the corresponding (non-planar) trees compatible with
labeling.
Following [3, Section 3.2, 3.4], for an n-labelled planar tree t and pseudo-operad P (resp.
pseudo-cooperad Q) the notation µt (resp. the notation ∆t) is reserved for the multiplication
map
µt : P (r1)⊗ P (r2)⊗ · · · ⊗ P (rk)→ P (n) (1.10)
and the comultiplication map
∆t : Q(n)→ Q(r1)⊗Q(r2)⊗ · · · ⊗Q(rk) . (1.11)
respectively. Here, k is the number of nodal vertices of the planar tree t and ri is the number
of edges (of t) which terminate at the i-th nodal vertex of t .
For example, if tn,k,i is the labeled planar tree shown on figure
4 1 then the map
µtn,k,i : P (n)⊗ P (k)→ P (n+ k − 1) (1.12)
is precisely the i-th elementary insertion
◦i : P (n)⊗ P (k)→ P (n+ k − 1) . (1.13)
4On figures, small white circles are used for nodal vertices and small black circles are used for all the
remaining vertices.
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1 2
. . .
i− 1
i
. . .
i+ k − 1
i+ k
. . .
n+ k − 1
Figure 1: The (n+ k − 1)-labeled planar tree tn,k,i
Recall that a (co)operad P is reduced if it satisfies this technical condition
P (0) = 0 . (1.14)
When we deal with reduced (co)operads, we may discard all labeled trees which have at
least one nodal vertex with no incoming edges. In other words, one may safely assume that
nodal vertices of a labeled tree are precisely its internal vertices, i.e. map (1.9) is a bijection.
2 Prerequisites on homotopy algebras
Let C be a dg coaugmented cooperad satisfying the following technical condition:
Condition 2.1 The pseudo-cooperad C◦ carries an ascending filtration
0 = F0C◦ ⊂ F
1C◦ ⊂ F
2C◦ ⊂ F
3C◦ ⊂ . . . (2.1)
which is compatible with the pseudo-cooperad structure in the following sense:
∆t
(
FmC◦(n)
)
⊂
⊕
m1+···+mk=m
Fm1C◦(r1)⊗F
m2C◦(r2)⊗ · · · ⊗ F
mkC◦(rk) , (2.2)
t ∈ Tree(n) ,
where k is the number of nodal vertices of the planar tree t and ri is the number of edges (of
t) which terminate at the i-th nodal vertex of t . We also assume that C◦ is cocomplete with
respect to filtration (2.1), i.e.
C◦ =
⋃
m
FmC◦ . (2.3)
We will use the following pedestrian definition of homotopy algebras of a given type:
Definition 2.2 Homotopy algebras of type C are algebras in Chk over the operad Cobar(C) .
Thus, A∞-, L∞-, and Com∞-algebras are examples of homotopy algebras. Indeed, A∞-
algebras are algebras over the operad Cobar(S−1coAs), L∞-algebras are algebras over
Cobar(S−1coCom), and Com∞-algebras are algebras over Cobar(S
−1coLie) .
Let A be a cochain complex and let
coDer
(
C(A)
)
(2.4)
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be the dg Lie algebra of coderivations of the C-coalgebra C(A) .
It is known [3, Corollary 5.3], [14, Proposition 2.15], that Cobar(C)-algebra structures on
A are in bijection with MC elements of the dg Lie subalgebra
coDer′
(
C(A)
)
⊂ coDer
(
C(A)
)
(2.5)
of coderivations Q satisfying the condition
Q
∣∣∣
A
= 0 . (2.6)
Thus every homotopy algebra A of type C gives us a (dg) C-coalgebra(
C(A), ∂ +Q
)
(2.7)
where ∂ is the differential on C(A) induced by the ones on A and C .
This observation is used to define a notion of ∞-morphism of homotopy algebras of type
C . In other words,
Definition 2.3 Let A and B be homotopy algebras of type C and let QA (resp. QB) be
the MC element of coDer(C(A)) (resp. coDer(C(B))) corresponding to the homotopy algebra
structure on A (resp. on B). Then, an ∞-morphism from A to B is a homomorphism of dg
C-coalgebras
U :
(
C(A), ∂ +QA
)
→
(
C(B), ∂ +QB
)
. (2.8)
Recall that any such homomorphism U is uniquely determined by its composition
U ′ := pB ◦ U (2.9)
with the canonical projection pB : C(B) → B. In this paper, we often use this convention:
U ′ denotes composition (2.9) corresponding to a homomorphism of C-coalgebras U (2.8).
Given an ∞-morphism U from A1 to A2 and an ∞-morphism U˜ from A2 to A3, their
composition is defined, in the obvious way, as the composition of the corresponding homo-
morphisms of dg C-coalgebras. We denote by
CatC
the category whose objects are homotopy algebras of type C (a.k.a. Cobar(C)-algebras) and
whose morphisms are ∞-morphisms with the above obvious composition.
Remark 2.4 Due to [23, Proposition 38], Condition 2.1 implies that Cobar(C) is a cofibrant
object in the closed model category of dg operads. The same condition also guarantees that
homotopy algebras of type C enjoy the obvious version of the Homotopy Transfer Theorem
(see [19, Theorem 10.3.2]). A very concise proof of this important theorem in given in Section
5 of this paper.
Remark 2.5 Another way to define the notion of ∞-morphism of homotopy algebras is to
resolve a 2-colored operad which governs pairs of algebras with a morphism between them.
This different approach to the “higher category” of homotopy algebras is initiated in works
[9], [21] of M. Doubek and M. Markl.
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2.1 The convolution SLie∞-algebra
Let V be a C-coalgebra and A be a homotopy algebra of type C (i.e. an algebra over
Cobar(C)) .
On the graded vector space
Hom(V,A) (2.10)
we define the following multi-brackets:
{f}(v) = ∂A f(v)− (−1)
|f |f(∂V v) + pA ◦QA
(
1⊗ f(∆1(v))
)
(2.11)
{f1, . . . , fm}(v) = pA ◦QA
(
1⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fm(∆m(v))
)
, m ≥ 2 , (2.12)
where ∆m is the m-th component of the comultiplication
∆m : V →
(
C(m)⊗ V ⊗m
)Sm
and pA is the canonical projection
pA : C(A)→ A .
Note that, since QA has degree 1, each multi-bracket in (2.12) also carries degree 1 .
We claim that
Proposition 2.6 For every C-coalgebra V and a Cobar(C)-algebra A, multi-brackets (2.11),
(2.12) equip the graded vector space Hom(V,A) with a structure of a SLie∞-algebra.
The proof of this proposition is given in Appendix A.
Definition 2.7 Let V be a C-coalgebra and A be a homotopy algebra of type C . Then SLie∞-
algebra (2.10) is called the convolution algebra of the pair (V,A) . We use the notation:
Conv(V,A) := Hom(V,A) .
2.1.1 Convolution SLie∞-algebra and ∞-morphisms
For a pair A, B of homotopy algebras of type C, we consider the convolution SLie∞-algebra
L = Hom(C(A), B) , (2.13)
where the C-coalgebra C(A) is considered with the differential ∂ + QA , and ∂ comes from
the differential on A and the differential on C.
We observe that the SLie∞-algebra carries the following descending filtration
Fari0 L ⊃ F
ari
1 L ⊃ F
ari
2 L ⊃ · · ·
Farin L = {f ∈ Hom(C(A), B) | f
∣∣
C(m)⊗SmA
⊗m = 0 ∀ m < n}.
(2.14)
It is also easy to check that:
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Proposition 2.8 The convolution SLie∞-algebra structure given by (2.11) and (2.12) is
compatible with filtration (2.14) i.e.{
Farii1 L,F
ari
i2
L, . . . ,Fariik L
}
⊆ Farii1+i2+···+ikL ∀ k > 1,
Moreover, the SLie∞-algebra L = Hom(C(A), B) is complete with respect to this filtration,
i.e.
L = lim
←−
k
L/Farik L .

The notion of the convolution SLie∞-algebra is partially justified by the following lemma:
Lemma 2.9 Let A and B be homotopy algebras of type C. If the cooperad C satisfies condi-
tion
C(0) = 0 (2.15)
then
Hom(C(A), B) = Fari1 Hom(C(A), B) . (2.16)
In particular, the SLie∞-algebra Hom(C(A), B) is pro-nilpotent. Furthermore, the assign-
ment
U 7→ U ′ := pB ◦ U
is a bijection between the set of ∞-morphisms from A to B and the set of MC elements of
the SLie∞-algebra Hom(C(A), B) .
Proof. The first statement of the lemma follows directly from the definition of filtration
(2.14) on the SLie∞-algebra Hom(C(A), B). Since Hom(C(A), B) is complete with respect
to this filtration, we conclude that the SLie∞-algebra Hom(C(A), B) is pronilpotent.
This conclusion allows us to write the MC equation in the SLie∞-algebra Hom(C(A), B)
for any degree zero element.
According to Definition 2.3, an ∞-morphism from A to B is a homomorphism of dg
C-coalgebras
U :
(
C(A), ∂ +QA
)
→
(
C(B), ∂ +QB
)
.
Since the C-coalgebra C(B) is cofree (over graded vector spaces), the homomorphism U is
uniquely determined by its composition
U ′ := pB ◦ U : C(A)→ B . (2.17)
Furthermore, the compatibility of U with the differentials ∂ +QA and ∂ +QB is equivalent
to the equation
∂ ◦ U ′(X ; a1, . . . , am)
+QB ◦ (1⊗ U
′) ◦∆1(X ; a1, . . . , am)− U
′ ◦ (∂ +QA)(X ; a1, . . . , am)
+
∞∑
k=2
1
k!
QB ◦ (1⊗ (U
′)⊗k) ◦∆k(X ; a1, . . . , am) = 0 , (2.18)
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where (X ; a1, . . . , am) represents a vector in C(A) and the factor 1/k! in the last sum comes
from the identification of C(B)inv with C(B) via the inverse of isomorphism (1.2).
Using the definition of multi-brackets (2.11), (2.12) on Hom(C(A), B), we see that (2.18)
is precisely the MC equation for U ′ in the SLie∞-algebra Hom(C(A), B) . Thus
U ↔ U ′ := pB ◦ U
is a desired bijection between the set of ∞-morphisms from A to B and the set of MC
elements of the SLie∞-algebra Hom(C(A), B) . 
Remark 2.10 A version of Lemma 2.9 is proved in [8]. See Proposition 3 in [8, Section 1.3].
Example 2.11 Let us recall that coAs is the cooperad which governs coassociative coalge-
bras without counit and the dg operad Cobar(S−1coAs) governs (flat) A∞-algebras. It is
easy to see that, for every A∞-algebra A,
Hom(S−1coAs(A), A) (2.19)
is the completed version of the truncated Hochschild cochain complex of A∏
n≥1
sn−1Hom(A⊗n, A) (2.20)
and the shifted L∞-algebra on (2.20) is obtain by symmetrizing the cup product and its
higher analogues. It is worthy of mentioning that the Hochschild differential on (2.20) is
obtained by twisting the differential on (2.19) by the MC element corresponding to the
identity map id : A→ A.
3 The SLieMC∞ -enriched category HoAlgC and the simpli-
cial category HoAlg∆C
3.1 A brief reminder of the symmetric monoidal category SLieMC∞
Let us recall [4] that a SLie∞-algebra (L, ∂, {·, ·}, {·, ·, ·}, . . .) is filtered if the underlying
complex (L, ∂) is equipped with a complete descending filtration,
L = F1L ⊃ F2L ⊃ F3L · · · (3.1)
L = lim
←−
k
L/FkL , (3.2)
which is compatible with the brackets, i.e.{
Fi1L,Fi2L, . . . ,FimL
}
⊆ Fi1+i2+···+imL ∀ m > 1.
For example, if A and B are Cobar(C)-algebras and the cooperad C satisfies the condition
C(0) = 0, then the filtration “by arity” (2.14) on Hom(C(A), B) satisfies the above conditions.
In other words, Hom(C(A), B) is a filtered SLie∞-algebra.
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The filtration (3.1) induces a natural descending filtration and hence a topology on S(L).
Just as in [4], we tacitly assume that∞-morphisms of filtered SLie∞-algebras are continuous
with respect to this topology.
Let us also recall [4] that an enhanced morphism
L1
(α,F )
−→ L2
between filtered SLie∞-algebras is a pair consisting of a MC element α ∈ L2 and a (contin-
uous) ∞-morphism F : L1 → L
α
2 , where L
α
2 is obtained from L2 via twisting
5 by the MC
element α. The composition of two enhanced morphisms L1
(α2,F )
−→ L2 and L2
(α3,G)
−→ L3 is the
pair
(α3 +G∗(α2), G
α2 ◦ F ) , (3.3)
where the ∞-morphism Gα2 is obtained from G via twisting by the MC element α2 ∈ L2.
Following [4], we denote by SLieMC∞ the category of filtered SLie∞-algebras with the
above enhanced morphisms.
Given two filtered SLie∞ algebras (L, {·, ·}, {·, ·, ·}, . . .) and (L˜, {·, ·}˜ , {·, ·, ·}˜ , . . .), one
obtains a filtered SLie∞ structure on the direct sum L⊕ L˜ by setting
{x1 + x
′
1, x2 + x
′
2, . . . , xk + x
′
k} := {x1, x2, . . . , xk}+ {x
′
1, x
′
2, . . . , x
′
k}˜ ,
and
Fk(L⊕ L˜) := (FkL)⊕ (FkL˜) .
If α and α˜ are MC elements of L and L˜, respectively, then α + α˜ ∈ L ⊕ L˜ is clearly a
MC element of the SLie∞-algebra L⊕ L˜. Furthermore, the operation of twisting (by a MC
element) is compatible with ⊕, i.e. the SLie∞-algebra L
α ⊕ L˜α˜ is canonically isomorphic to
the SLie∞-algebra (L⊕ L˜)
α+α˜ .
Using these observations, we show, in [4, Section 3.1], that the assignment
(L, L˜) 7→ L⊕ L˜
can be upgraded to a structure of a symmetric monoidal category on SLieMC∞ with 0 being
the unit object.
3.2 The SLieMC∞ -enriched category of Cobar(C)-algebras
Given two Cobar(C)-algebras A and B , we denote by
map(A,B) := Hom(C(A), B) (3.4)
the convolution SLie∞-algebra defined in Proposition 2.6.
In this section, we construct a SLieMC∞ -enriched category [4], [17] HoAlgC whose objects
are homotopy algebras A,B, . . . of type C and whose mapping spaces are SLie∞-algebras
(3.4).
5See [4, Section 2] for details on twisting by MC elements.
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We start with defining a degree 0 linear map
U ′ : S
(
Hom(C(A2), A3)⊕ Hom(C(A1), A2)
)
→ Hom(C(A1), A3) (3.5)
by using the identification
S
(
Hom(C(A2), A3)⊕ Hom(C(A1), A2)
)
= S
(
Hom(C(A2), A3)
)
⊕ S
(
Hom(C(A1), A2)
)
⊕
(
S
(
Hom(C(A2), A3)
)
⊗ S
(
Hom(C(A1), A2)
))
and the formulas:
U ′
(
g ⊗ (f1 . . . fn)
)
(X) = g
(
1⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn (∆n(X))
)
, (3.6)
for all X ∈ C(A1), g ∈ Hom(C(A2), A3), f1, . . . , fn ∈ Hom(C(A1), A2), and
U ′
∣∣
S(Hom(C(A2),A3))
= U ′
∣∣
S(Hom(C(A1),A2))
= 0 ,
U ′
∣∣
Sm6=1(Hom(C(A2),A3))⊗S(Hom(C(A1),A2))
= 0 .
(3.7)
We claim that
Proposition 3.1 The vector U ′ defined by the above formulas is a MC element of the SLie∞-
algebra
Hom
(
S
(
Hom(C(A2), A3)⊕ Hom(C(A1), A2)
)
, Hom(C(A1), A3)
)
. (3.8)
Proof. Let us denote by Lij the SLie∞-algebra Hom(C(Ai), Aj) and by dij the differential
on Lij . We also denote by Qij the degree 1 coderivation on the coCom-coalgebra
S
(
Lij
)
(3.9)
corresponding to the SLie∞-algebra Lij . By abuse of notation, dij also denotes the differ-
ential on (3.9) coming from the one on Lij .
In terms of this notation, our goal is to prove that U ′ satisfies the equation6
d13 ◦ U
′ − U ′ ◦
(
(d23 +Q23)⊗ 1 + 1⊗ (d12 +Q12)
)
+
∞∑
m=2
1
m!
{U ′,U ′, . . . ,U ′}m = 0 . (3.10)
We will present the most bulky part of the proof of (3.10). Namely, we will show in detail
that the sum
∞∑
m=2
1
m!
{U ′,U ′, . . . ,U ′}m (3.11)
cancels with the term −U ′ ◦ (Q23⊗ 1) in (3.10). The remaining cancellations are much more
straightforward and we leave them to the reader.
6We sometimes use the subscript m in { , , . . . , }m to denote the number of entries of the corresponding
multi-bracket.
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In the computations given below, we do not specify explicitly sign factors coming from
the Koszul sign rule. We address this issue by a short comment at the end of the proof.
Let g1, . . . , gk ∈ L23 and f1, . . . , fn ∈ L12. Due to (3.7),
1
m!
{U ′,U ′, . . . ,U ′}m(g1, . . . , gk, f1, . . . , fn) = 0
if k 6= m or n < k .
Unfolding the term
1
m!
{U ′,U ′, . . . ,U ′}m(g1, . . . , gm, f1, . . . , fn) (3.12)
with n ≥ m, we get
1
m!
{U ′,U ′, . . . ,U ′}m(g1, . . . , gm, f1, . . . , fn) =∑
k1+···+km=n
kj≥1
∑
τ∈Sm
∑
σ∈Shk1,k2,...,km
±1
m!
{
U ′(gτ(1), fσ(1), . . . , fσ(k1)),U
′(gτ(2), fσ(k1+1), . . . , fσ(k1+k2)), . . .
. . .U ′(gτ(m), fσ(n−km+1), . . . , fσ(n))
}L13
m
, (3.13)
where { , , . . . , }L13m denotes the corresponding multi-bracket on L13 and the sign factors in
the right hand side are determined by the Koszul rule.
Since { , , . . . , }L13m is (graded) symmetric in its argument, we can simplify term (3.12)
further:
1
m!
{U ′,U ′, . . . ,U ′}m(g1, . . . , gm, f1, . . . , fn) =∑
k1+···+km=n
kj≥1
∑
σ∈Shk1,k2,...,km
±
{
U ′(g1, fσ(1), . . . , fσ(k1)),U
′(g2, fσ(k1+1), . . . , fσ(k1+k2)), . . .
. . .U ′(gm, fσ(n−km+1), . . . , fσ(n))
}L13
m
. (3.14)
Let X ∈ C(A1) and
∆m(X) =
∑
α
(γα;Xα,1, Xα,2, . . . , Xα,m) ∈
(
C(m)⊗ C(A1)
⊗m
)Sm
. (3.15)
Then, applying equation (3.14) and using the definition of the multi-bracket on L13 =
Hom(C(A1), A3), we get
1
m!
{U ′,U ′, . . . ,U ′}m(g1, . . . , gm, f1, . . . , fn)(X) =∑
α
∑
k1+···+km=n
kj≥1
∑
σ∈Shk1,k2,...,km
±QA3
(
γα;U
′(g1, fσ(1), . . . , fσ(k1))(Xα,1),
U ′(g2, fσ(k1+1), . . . , fσ(k1+k2))(Xα,2), . . . ,U
′(gm, fσ(n−km+1), . . . , fσ(n))(Xα,m)
)
, (3.16)
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whereQA3 denotes the coderivation of C(A3) corresponding to the Cobar(C)-algebra structure
on A3.
Using (3.6), we deduce that
1
m!
{U ′,U ′, . . . ,U ′}m(g1, . . . , gm, f1, . . . , fn)(X) =∑
k1+···+km=n
kj≥1
∑
σ∈Shk1,k2,...,km
±QA3 ◦(1⊗g1⊗fσ(1)⊗· · ·⊗fσ(k1)⊗· · ·⊗gm⊗fσ(n−km+1)⊗· · ·⊗fσ(n))
◦ (1⊗∆k1 ⊗∆k2 ⊗ · · · ⊗∆km) ◦∆m(X) . (3.17)
By the axioms of the C-coalgebra structure on C(A1), we have
(1⊗∆k1 ⊗∆k2 ⊗ · · · ⊗∆km) ◦∆m(X) = b ◦ (∆t⋔k1,...,km
⊗ 1⊗n) ◦∆n(X) , (3.18)
where n = k1 + k2 + · · ·+ km, ∆t⋔
k1,...,km
is the cooperadic comultiplication
∆t⋔
k1,...,km
: C(n)→ C(m)⊗ C(k1)⊗ C(k2)⊗ · · · ⊗ C(km)
corresponding to the planar tree t⋔k1,...,km shown on figure 2, and b is the braiding isomorphism
which “changes the positions” of tensor factors appropriately.
1
. . .
k1 k1 + 1. . .
k1 + k2
. . .
n− km + 1. . .
n
Figure 2: The labeled planar tree t⋔k1,...,km
Unfolding ∆n(X)
∆n(X) =
∑
β
(γ˜β; X˜β,1, . . . , X˜β,n)
and using the fact that ∆n lands in the space of Sn-invariants, we rewrite the expression
(∆t⋔
k1,...,km
⊗ 1⊗n) ◦∆n(X) as follows:
(∆t⋔
k1,...,km
⊗ 1⊗n) ◦∆n(X) =∑
β
±(∆t⋔
k1,...,km
⊗ 1⊗n)(σ−1(γ˜β); X˜β,σ(1), . . . , X˜β,σ(n)) =
∑
β
±(∆σ(t⋔
k1,...,km
) ⊗ 1
⊗n)(γ˜β; X˜β,σ(1), . . . , X˜β,σ(n)) (3.19)
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for any σ ∈ Sn .
Combining this observation with (3.18), we conclude that
1
m!
{U ′,U ′, . . . ,U ′}m(g1, . . . , gm, f1, . . . , fn)(X)
=
∑
β
∑
k1+···+km=n
kj≥1
∑
σ∈Shk1,k2,...,km
±QA3 ◦ (1⊗ g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gm)
◦ (∆σ(t⋔
k1,...,km
) ⊗ 1
⊗n)(γ˜β; fσ(1)(X˜β,σ(1)), . . . , fσ(n)(X˜β,σ(n))) . (3.20)
On the other hand,∑
β
∑
k1+···+km=n
kj≥1
∑
σ∈Shk1,k2,...,km
±(∆σ(t⋔
k1,...,km
) ⊗ 1
⊗n)(γ˜β; fσ(1)(X˜β,σ(1)), . . . , fσ(n)(X˜β,σ(n)))
= ∆m
(∑
β
±(γ˜β; f1(X˜β,1), . . . , fn(X˜β,n))
)
. (3.21)
Therefore, by definition of the SLie∞-structure on L23 = Hom(C(A2), A3), we have
1
m!
{U ′,U ′, . . . ,U ′}m(g1, . . . , gm, f1, . . . , fn)(X) =
U ′({g1, . . . , gm}
L23
m , f1, . . . , fn) (X) . (3.22)
Let us also observe that, due to (3.7),(
U ′ ◦ (Q23 ⊗ 1)(g1, . . . , gm, f1, . . . , fn)
)
(X) = U ′({g1, . . . , gm}
L23
m , f1, . . . , fn)(X) .
Thus,
1
m!
{U ′,U ′, . . . ,U ′}m(g1, . . . , gm, f1, . . . , fn)(X) =(
U ′ ◦ (Q23 ⊗ 1)(g1, . . . , gm, f1, . . . , fn)
)
(X) (3.23)
which implies the desired cancellation of sum (3.11) with the term −U ′ ◦ (Q23⊗ 1) in (3.10).
Let us now address the issue of sign factors. The sign factor in front of the term
QA3 ◦ (1⊗ g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gm) ◦ (∆σ(t⋔k1,...,km )
⊗ 1⊗n)(γ˜β; fσ(1)(X˜β,σ(1)), . . . , fσ(n)(X˜β,σ(n))) (3.24)
in (3.20) comes from rearranging the homogeneous vectors
f1, f2, . . . , fn, γ˜β, X˜β,1, X˜β,2, . . . X˜β,n (3.25)
from their standard order in (3.25) to the order in which they appear in (3.24). It is easy to
see that we get the same sign factors in front of the corresponding terms, when we unfold
the right hand side of (3.22).
Proposition 3.1 is proved. 
Combining Lemma 2.9 with Proposition 3.1 we deduce that
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Corollary 3.2 The map U ′ defined by equations (3.6) and (3.7) lifts to an ∞-morphism
U : map(A2, A3)⊕map(A1, A2)→map(A1, A3) . (3.26)

Remark 3.3 We would like to remark that the map
U ′ : S
(
Hom(C(A2), A3)⊕ Hom(C(A1), A2)
)
→ Hom(C(A1), A3),
can be equivalently defined by the single formula:
U ′
(
(g1⊕ f1), (g2⊕ f2), . . . , (gn⊕ fn)
)
=
n∑
i=1
±gi ◦
(
1⊗ f1⊗· · ·⊗ f̂i⊗· · ·⊗ fn
)
◦∆n−1 (3.27)
where (gi ⊕ fi) ∈ Hom(C(A2), A3)⊕ Hom(C(A1), A2) and ± is the usual Koszul sign factor.
The following theorem shows that the composition in HoAlgC given by∞-morphism (3.26)
is associative.
Theorem 3.4 Let A1, . . . , A4 be Cobar(C)-algebras and let
Ui1i2i3 : map(Ai2 , Ai3)⊕map(Ai1 , Ai2)→map(Ai1, Ai3)
be the ∞-morphism given in Corollary 3.2. Then the following diagram
map(A3, A4)⊕
(
map(A2, A3)⊕map(A1, A2)
)
(
map(A3, A4)⊕map(A2, A3)
)
⊕map(A1, A2)
map(A3, A4)⊕map(A1, A3)
map(A2, A4)⊕map(A1, A2)
map(A1, A4)∼=
id⊗U123
U234 ⊗ id
U134
U124
(3.28)
commutes.
Proof. Let h ∈ map(A3, A4), g1, . . . , gm ∈ map(A2, A3), and f1, . . . , fn ∈ map(A1, A2) .
Composing the lower arrows in (3.28) with the canonical projection
p14 : S(map(A1, A4))→ map(A1, A4), (3.29)
we get
p14 ◦ U124 ◦ (U234 ⊗ id)(h, g1, . . . , gm, f1, . . . , fn) =
h
(
(1⊗ g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gm) ◦∆m ◦ (1⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn) ◦∆n
)
.
(3.30)
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Similarly, composing the upper arrows in (3.28) with canonical projection (3.29), we get
p14 ◦ U134 ◦ (id⊗U123)(h, g1, . . . , gm, f1, . . . , fn) =∑
k1+···+km=n
σ∈Sh(k1,...,km)
±h
(
1⊗ g1(1⊗ fσ(1) ⊗ fσ(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ fσ(k1))⊗ g2(1⊗ fσ(k1+1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ fσ(k1+k2))⊗ · · ·
⊗ gm(1⊗ fσ(n−km+1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ fσ(n)) ◦ (1⊗∆k1 ⊗∆k2 ⊗ · · · ⊗∆km)
)
∆m,
(3.31)
where the sign factors are determined by the Koszul rule.
Using equation (3.18), computation (3.19), and equation (3.21) from the proof of Propo-
sition 3.1, we conclude that the left hand side of (3.30) coincides with the left hand side of
(3.31). Since any ∞-morphism to map(A1, A4) is uniquely determined by its composition
with projection (3.29), we deduce that
U124 ◦ (U234 ⊗ id) = U134 ◦ (id⊗U123) .
Thus diagram (3.28) is indeed commutative. 
3.3 The proof of the unit axiom
Let us recall that 0 is the unit object in the category SLieMC∞ and observe that for every
Cobar(C)-algebra A we have a canonical enhanced morphism
0
(idA, 0)
−→ map(A,A) , (3.32)
where idA is the MC element of map(A,A) = Hom(C(A), A) corresponding to the identity
∞-morphism
idC(A) : C(A)→ C(A)
and 0 is the unique SLie∞-morphism from 0 to map(A,A).
We claim that
Proposition 3.5 For every pair A,B of homotopy algebras of type C, the diagrams
map(A,B)⊕map(A,A) map(A,B)
map(A,B)⊕ 0
U
idmap(A,B) ⊗(idA, 0)
(3.33)
map(B,B)⊕map(A,B) map(A,B)
0⊕map(A,B)
U
(idB , 0)⊗ idmap(A,B)
(3.34)
commute.
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Proof. Let us denote by
K : map(A,B)⊕ 0 → map(A,B)
the composition of the vertical arrow and the horizontal arrow in (3.33) and let K′ be the
corresponding element in
Hom
(
S(map(A,B)⊕ 0), map(A,B)
)
.
Unfolding the definition of composition of enhanced morphisms in SLieMC∞ (see Proposi-
tion 3.4 in [4]), we get that
K′(g1, . . . , gm) =
∑
n≥0
1
n!
U ′
(
(g1, . . . , gm)⊗ id
n
A
)
, (3.35)
where g1, . . . , gm ∈map(A,B).
Hence, using (3.6) and (3.7) we deduce that
K′(g1, . . . , gm) = 0 ∀ m ≥ 2
and, for every X ∈ C(A),
K′(g1)(X) =
∑
n≥0
1
n!
g1
(
(1⊗ idnA)∆n(X)
)
= g1(X) , (3.36)
where the last equality follows from the identification of C(C(A))inv and C(C(A)) via the
inverse of isomorphism (1.2).
Thus diagram (3.33) indeed commutes.
The proof of the commutativity of (3.34) is easier. So we leave it to the reader. 
3.4 The simplicial category HoAlg∆C of homotopy algebras
Let Ωn = Ω
•(∆n) denote the polynomial de Rham complex on the n-simplex with coefficients
in k, and {Ωn}n≥0 the associated simplicial dg commutative k-algebra. Let us recall [4,
Proposition 4.1] that for every filtered SLie∞-algebra L the simplicial set MC•(L) with
7
MCn(L) := MC(L ⊗ˆΩn)
is a Kan complex (a.k.a. an ∞-groupoid). We call the simplicial set MC•(L) the Deligne-
Getzler-Hinich (DGH) ∞-groupoid.
Let us also recall (see Theorem 4.2 in [4]) that applying the functor MC• to mapping
spaces of any SLieMC∞ -enriched category, we get a simplicial category whose mapping spaces
are Kan complexes. Thus, applying [4, Theorem 4.2] to theSLieMC∞ -enriched category HoAlgC
and using Lemma 2.9 we deduce the following theorem:
7Recall that MC(L) denotes the set of MC elements of a filtered SLie∞-algebras L [4].
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Theorem 3.6 Let C be a coaugmented dg cooperad satisfying Conditions (2.1) and (2.15).
Then the assignment
(A,B) ∈ Objects(CatC)×Objects(CatC) 7→ MC•(map(A,B))
gives us a category enriched over ∞-groupoids (a.k.a. Kan complexes). Moreover, for every
pair of Cobar(C)-algebras A,B, the set MC0(map(A,B)) is in bijection with the set of ∞-
morphisms from A to B . 
4 pi0
(
HoAlg∆C
)
is a correct homotopy category of homo-
topy algebras
Let A and B be homotopy algebras of type C and F be an ∞-morphism from A to B:
F :
(
C(A), ∂ +QA
)
→
(
C(B), ∂ +QB
)
.
Composing F with a canonical projection pB : C(B) → B, and restricting this composi-
tion to A ⊂ C(A), we get a map of cochain complexes:
pB ◦ F
∣∣∣
A
: A→ B . (4.1)
We refer to (4.1) as the linear term of the ∞-morphism F . Recall that an ∞-morphism F
is called an ∞ quasi-isomorphism if its linear term (4.1) is a quasi-isomorphism of cochain
complexes.
Let us recall that CatC is the category of Cobar(C)-algebras with morphisms being ∞-
morphisms, and observe that we have the obvious functor
F : CatC → pi0
(
HoAlg∆C
)
(4.2)
which acts by identity on objects and assigns to every ∞-morphism the isomorphism class
of the corresponding MC element.
The goal of this section is to prove that the category pi0
(
HoAlg∆C
)
is the homotopy category
for CatC. Namely,
Theorem 4.1 The functor F sends ∞ quasi-isomorphisms to isomorphisms and it is a
universal functor with this property. I.e., if G : CatC → D is a functor which sends ∞
quasi-isomorphisms to isomorphisms in D then there exists a unique functor
G′ : pi0
(
HoAlg∆C
)
→ D
such that G = G′ ◦ F .
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4.1 “Inverting” ∞ quasi-isomorphisms
Let A1, A2, A3 be Cobar(C)-algebras, F be an ∞-morphism from A1 to A2, and F
′ be the
MC element of map(A1, A2) corresponding to F . Let us denote by F
′ ⊕ 0, 0 ⊕ F ′ the
corresponding MC elements of the SLie∞-algebras
map(A1, A2)⊕map(A3, A1)
and
map(A2, A3)⊕map(A1, A2) ,
respectively.
Twisting the SLie∞-morphisms
U :map(A1, A2)⊕map(A3, A1)→map(A3, A2)
and
U :map(A2, A3)⊕map(A1, A2)→map(A1, A3)
by the MC elements F ′ ⊕ 0, 0 ⊕ F ′, respectively, and composing the resulting SLie∞-
morphisms with the canonical maps
f 7→ 0⊕ f : map(A3, A1)→map(A1, A2)⊕map(A3, A1)
f 7→ f ⊕ 0 : map(A2, A3)→map(A2, A3)⊕map(A1, A2)
we get two SLie∞-morphisms
UA3A1A2 :map(A3, A1)→map(A3, A2) (4.3)
and
UA1A2A3 :map(A2, A3)→map(A1, A3) . (4.4)
The following proposition says that the induced maps of MC elements
(UA3A1A2)∗ : MC(map(A3, A1))→ MC(map(A3, A2)) (4.5)
and
(UA1A2A3)∗ : MC(map(A2, A3))→ MC(map(A1, A3)) (4.6)
correspond to the composition (resp. the pre-composition) of an ∞-morphism from A3 to
A1 (resp. from A2 to A3) with F :
Proposition 4.2 If G is an ∞-morphism from A3 to A1 and G
′ is the corresponding MC
element of map(A3, A1) then the MC element (UA3A1A2)∗(G
′) of map(A3, A2) corresponds to
the composition F ◦G. Similarly, if G is an ∞-morphism from A2 to A3 and G
′ is the corre-
sponding MC element of map(A2, A3) then the MC element (UA1A2A3)∗(G
′) of map(A1, A3)
corresponds to the composition G ◦ F .
Proof. The proof of these statements is straightforward.

We also claim that
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Proposition 4.3 SLie∞-morphisms (4.3) and (4.4) are compatible with the filtrations F
ari
•
from (2.14). Furthermore, if F is an ∞ quasi-isomorphism, then (4.3) and (4.4) give us
SLie∞ quasi-isomorphisms
Farim map(A3, A1)→ F
ari
m map(A3, A2) and F
ari
m map(A2, A3)→ F
ari
m map(A1, A3) (4.7)
respectively, for every m ≥ 1 .
Proof. Due to Remark 3.3, the composition
U ′A3A1A2 := pmap(A3,A2) ◦ UA3A1A2 : S
(
map(A3, A1)
)
→ map(A3, A2)
is given by the formula
U ′A3A1A2(g1, . . . , gn)(X) = F
′
(
1⊗ g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gn (∆n(X))
)
, (4.8)
where X ∈ C(A3) and g1, . . . , gn ∈map(A3, A1) . Similarly, the composition
U ′A1A2A3 := pmap(A1,A3) ◦ UA1A2A3 : S
(
map(A2, A3)
)
→ map(A1, A3)
is given by the formula
U ′A1A2A3(h1, . . . , hn)(Y ) =


∑
m≥1
1
m!
h1
(
1⊗ F ′ ⊗ · · · ⊗ F ′ (∆m(Y ))
)
if n = 1 ,
0 otherwise ,
(4.9)
where Y ∈ C(A1) and h1, . . . , hn ∈ map(A2, A3) .
The compatibility of map U ′A3A1A2 and U
′
A1A2A3
with the filtrations Fari• can be checked
directly by unfolding the right hand side of (4.8) and the right hand side of (4.9), respectively.
We also see that the linear terms
U1,A3A1A2 :map(A3, A1)→map(A3, A2) (4.10)
and
U1,A1A2A3 :map(A2, A3)→map(A1, A3) (4.11)
of the SLie∞-morphisms UA3A1A2 and UA1A2A3 are given by the formulas:
U1,A3A1A2(g)(X) = F
′
(
(1⊗ g) ◦∆1(X)
)
and
U1,A1A2A3(h)(Y ) =
∑
k≥1
1
k!
h
(
1⊗ F ′ ⊗ · · · ⊗ F ′ (∆k(Y ))
)
,
respectively, where g ∈map(A3, A1), h ∈map(A2, A3) X ∈ C(A3) and Y ∈ C(A1).
Let ϕ : A1 → A2 be the linear term
ϕ := pA2 ◦ F
∣∣
A1
(4.12)
of the ∞-morphism F and assume that ϕ is a quasi-isomorphism of cochain complexes.
To prove that U1,A1A2A3 induces an isomorphism
H•
(
Farim map(A2, A3)
)
→ H•
(
Farim map(A1, A3)
)
for every m, we observe that, for m ≥ 2
Farim map(W,A3) = F
ari
m Hom(C◦(W ), A3)
and map(W,A3) = F
ari
1 map(W,A3) splits into the direct sum of cochain complexes
map(W,A3) = Hom(W,A3) ⊕ Hom(C◦(W ), A3) , (4.13)
where W is either A2 or A1, and C◦ is the cokernel of the coaugmentation of C.
We also observe that the chain map U1,A1A2A3 is compatible with decomposition (4.13)
and the corresponding chain map
Hom(A2, A3)→ Hom(A1, A3)
is a quasi-isomorphism because the functor Hom(−,−) preserves quasi-isomorphisms in Chk .
So we should now prove that the chain map
U1,A1A2A3
∣∣∣
Farim Hom(C◦(A2),A3)
: Farim Hom(C◦(A2), A3)→ F
ari
m Hom(C◦(A1), A3) (4.14)
induces an isomorphism on cohomology for every m ≥ 1 .
For this purpose, we equip the cochain complex Farim Hom(C◦(W ), A3) with the following
descending filtration
Farim Hom(C◦(W ), A3) = F
C
0F
ari
m Hom(C◦(W ), A3) ⊃ F
C
1F
ari
m Hom(C◦(W ), A3) ⊃
⊃ FC2F
ari
m Hom(C◦(W ), A3) ⊃ . . .
FCq F
ari
m Hom(C◦(W ), A3) := (4.15){
g ∈ Farim Hom(C◦(W ), A3)
∣∣ g(X) = 0 ∀ X ∈ F qC◦(W )} ,
where F•C◦ is the ascending filtration on the pseudo-cooperad C◦ from (2.1) and W is, as
above, either A1 or A2.
Due to inclusion (2.2), the differential on map(W,A3) is compatible with the filtration.
Moreover, condition (2.3) implies that Farim Hom(C◦(W ), A3) is complete with respect to this
filtration, i.e.
Farim Hom(C◦(W ), A3) = lim
q
Farim Hom(C◦(W ), A3)
/
FCq F
ari
m Hom(C◦(W ), A3) .
Let us denote by Em,q(C,W ) the following cochain complex
Em,q(C◦,W ) :=
⊕
n≥m
((
F qC◦(n)/F
q−1C◦(n)
)
⊗ W⊗n
)
Sn
. (4.16)
It is clear that, the associated graded complex
GrFC F
ari
m Hom(C◦(W ), A3)
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is isomorphic to ⊕
q≥1
Hom
(
Em,q(C◦,W ), A3
)
. (4.17)
Furthermore, the differential ∂Gr on (4.17) comes from those on W , C◦ and A3 .
The map between the associated graded complexes
UGr1,A1A2A3 : Hom
(
Em,q(C◦, A2), A3
)
→ Hom
(
Em,q(C◦, A1), A3
)
(4.18)
induced by (4.14) is given by the formula
UGr1,A1A2A3(g)(γ; a1, . . . , an) = g(γ;ϕ(a1), . . . , ϕ(an)) , (4.19)
where ϕ is the linear term of the ∞-morphism F and γ ∈ F qC◦(n)/F
q−1C◦(n) .
Using the Ku¨nneth theorem, the fact that ϕ induces an isomorphism H•(A1)→ H
•(A2),
and char(k) = 0 we conclude that the chain map
Em,q(C◦, A1)→ Em,q(C◦, A2)
induced by ϕ is a quasi-isomorphism.
Therefore, since the functor Hom(−,−) preserves quasi-isomorphisms in Chk, we deduce
chain map (4.18) between the associated graded complexes is a quasi-isomorphism.
Since Farim Hom(C◦(W ), A3) is complete with respect to filtration (4.15), and filtration
(4.15) is bounded from the left, applying Lemma D.1 from [6] to the cone of chain map
(4.14), we conclude that (4.14), and hence (4.11), is indeed a quasi-isomorphism of cochain
complexes.
A similar argument shows that map (4.10) is a quasi-isomorphism of cochain complexes,
provided so is ϕ (4.12).
Proposition 4.3 is proved. 
Let A and B be Cobar(C)-algebras. We will now prove that every ∞ quasi-morphism F
from A to B is “invertible” in the following sense:
Corollary 4.4 Let F be an ∞ quasi-isomorphism from A to B. Then there exists an ∞-
morphism G from B to A such that the MC element (G ◦ F )′ (resp. (F ◦ G)′) of the
SLie∞-algebra map(A,A) (resp. map(B,B)) corresponding to the composition G◦F (resp.
F ◦ G) is isomorphic in MC•(map(A,A)) (resp. in MC•(map(B,B))) to the MC element
id′A (resp. id
′
B) corresponding to the identity morphism idA (resp. idB). If G˜ is another ∞-
morphism from B to A satisfying the above properties then the MC element G˜′ ∈map(B,A)
corresponding to G˜ is isomorphic to G′ in MC•(map(B,A)) .
Proof. Let us start with the question of existence of G.
Due to Proposition 4.2, it suffices to prove that there exists a MC element G′ ofmap(B,A)
such that the 0-cell
(UABA)∗(G
′) ∈MC0(map(A,A)) (4.20)
is connected to id′A and the 0-cell
(UBAB)∗(G
′) ∈MC0(map(B,B)) (4.21)
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is connected to id′B.
Proposition 4.3 implies that the SLie∞-morphism
UABA :map(B,A)→map(A,A)
is a quasi-isomorphism and, moreover, it satisfies the necessary conditions of Theorem 2.2
from [2]. This theorem, in turn, implies that UABA induces a bijection of sets
pi0
(
MC•(map(B,A))
)
∼=
−→ pi0
(
MC•(map(A,A))
)
. (4.22)
Therefore, there exists a MC element G′ ∈ map(B,A) such that the 0-cell
(G ◦ F )′ = (UABA)∗(G
′) (4.23)
is connected to id′A .
To prove that the 0-cell (F ◦ G)′ = (UBAB)∗(G
′) is connected to id′B, we consider the
SLie∞-morphisms
UABB :map(B,B)→map(A,B) , (4.24)
and
UAAB :map(A,A)→map(A,B) (4.25)
constructed, as above, using the ∞-morphism F .
Proposition 4.2 implies that, if K ′ is a MC element of map(B,B) (resp. map(A,A))
corresponding to an∞-morphism K from B to B (resp. from A to A) then the MC element
(UABB)∗(K
′) (resp. (UAAB)∗(K
′)) corresponds to the composition K ◦ F (resp. F ◦K).
Let us now consider the composition F◦G and denote by (F◦G)′ the 0-cell ofMC•(map(B,B))
corresponding to the ∞-morphism F ◦G.
Due to the above observation, the MC element (F ◦G ◦F )′ ∈map(A,B) corresponding
to the ∞-morphism F ◦G ◦ F satisfies the equations
(F ◦G ◦ F )′ = (UABB)∗ (F ◦G)
′ (4.26)
and
(F ◦G ◦ F )′ = (UAAB)∗ (G ◦ F )
′ . (4.27)
Therefore, since the 0-cell (G ◦ F )′ is connected to the 0-cell id′A, the 0-cell (F ◦G ◦ F )
′
is connected to F ′ in MC•(map(A,B)) .
On other hand, F ′ = (UABB)∗(id
′
B), and hence the 0-cells
(UABB)∗(id
′
B) and (UABB)∗ (F ◦G)
′
are connected in MC•(map(A,B)) .
Since F is an ∞ quasi-isomorphism, Proposition 4.3 and [2, Theorem 2.2] imply that
(UABB)∗ induces a bijection
pi0
(
MC•(map(B,B))
)
∼=
−→ pi0
(
MC•(map(A,B))
)
.
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Thus the 0-cells (F ◦G)′ and id′B are also connected inMC•(map(B,B)) and the existence
of a desired ∞-morphism G is proved.
Let G˜ be another∞-morphism from B to A such that 0-cells (4.23) and id′A are connected
in MC•(map(A,A)).
Therefore, since UABA induces bijection (4.22) and the 0-cells (UABA)∗(G
′) and id′A are
connected, we conclude that the 0-cells G˜′ and G′ are also connected. 
Thus we proved the first part of Theorem 4.1.
We would like to conclude this subsection with the observation that mapping spaces of
the simplicial category HoAlg∆C enjoy the following remarkable property
Corollary 4.5 Let A1, A2, A3 be Cobar(C)-algebras and F be an ∞ quasi-isomorphism from
A1 to A2. Then the composition (resp. pre-composition) with F induces the weak equivalences
of simplicial sets:
MC•(map(A3, A1))→MC•(map(A3, A2)) ,
MC•(map(A2, A3))→MC•(map(A1, A3)) .
Proof. The desired statement is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.3 and [2, Theorem
2.2]. 
4.2 The functor F from Theorem 4.1 has the desired universal
property
The proof of the universal property of the functor F is based on the following proposition:
Proposition 4.6 Let G : CatC → D be a functor which sends ∞ quasi-isomorphisms to
isomorphisms in D. Let A, B be Cobar(C)-algebras and F,G be ∞-morphisms from A to B.
If the corresponding 0-cells F ′ and G′ of MC•(map(A,B)) are connected then
G(F ) = G(G) .
Proof. By the condition of the proposition, there exists a 1-cell
K ′ ∈ Hom(C(A), B) ⊗ˆ k[t, dt] (4.28)
such that
K ′
∣∣∣
t=dt=0
= F ′ (4.29)
and
K ′
∣∣∣
t=1, dt=0
= G′ . (4.30)
Since
C(A) =
⊕
n
(
C(n)⊗ A⊗n
)
Sn
and Hom
(
C(A), B
)
is considered with the topology coming from filtration (2.14), we have
the natural strict SLie∞-morphism
Hom
(
C(A), B
)
⊗ˆ k[t, dt] → Hom
(
C(A), B ⊗ k[t, dt]
)
. (4.31)
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Therefore the 1-cell K ′ gives us an∞-morphism K from A to B⊗k[t, dt] which fits into
the following commutative diagram
B
A B ⊗ k[t, dt]
B ,
K
F
G
p0
p1
(4.32)
where B ⊗ k[t, dt] is considered with the differential ∂B + dt ∂t and the natural Cobar(C)-
structure coming from the one on B. Moreover, p0 and p1 are the obvious (strict) morphisms
of Cobar(C)-algebras
p0(v) := v
∣∣
t=dt=0
: B ⊗ k[t, dt]→ B (4.33)
and
p1(v) := v
∣∣
t=1, dt=0
: B ⊗ k[t, dt]→ B . (4.34)
Let us observe that the maps p0 and p1 fit into the commutative diagram
B
B B ⊗ k[t, dt]
B ,
i
idB
idB
p0
p1
(4.35)
where i : B → B ⊗ k[t, dt] is the natural embedding given by
i(v) := v ⊗ 1 .
Applying the functor G to (4.35), we get
G(p0) ◦G(i) = G(p1) ◦G(i) = idG(B) .
Hence, since i is obviously a quasi-isomorphism, we deduce that
G(p0) = G(p1) .
Finally, applying the functor G to (4.32), we get
G(p0) ◦G(K) = G(F ) , G(p1) ◦G(K) = G(G)
which implies that G(F ) = G(G) . 
Proposition 4.6 motivates the following definition8
8For several other justifications of this definition, we refer the reader to paper [8] by V. Dotsenko and N.
Poncin.
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Definition 4.7 Let A,B be Cobar(C)-algebras. We say that ∞-morphisms F,G from A to
B are homotopic if the corresponding 0-cells F ′ and G′ are connected in MC•(map(A,B)).
We can now prove the universal property of functor (4.2).
Indeed, letG be a functor from CatC to some categoryD which sends∞ quasi-isomorphisms
to isomorphisms.
For objects of A,B, . . . of pi0
(
HoAlg∆C
)
we set
G′(A) := G(A) .
Next, given two Cobar(C)-algebras A,B and an isomorphism class
[F ′] ∈ pi0
(
MC•(map(A,B))
)
of a MC element F ′ in map(A,B) we set
G([F ′]) := G(F ) , (4.36)
where F is the ∞-morphism from A to B corresponding to the MC element F ′.
Due to Proposition 4.6, the right hand side of (4.36) does not depend on the choice of
the MC element F ′ in its isomorphism class [F ′].
It is clear that, this way, we get a functor
G′ : pi0
(
HoAlg∆C
)
→ D
satisfying G′ ◦ F = G .
It is also clear that such a functor G′ is unique and the proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete.
We can use the above results to obtain the following converse to Cor. 4.5. Together they
give a recognition principal for ∞ quasi-isomorphisms, in analogy with the characterization
of weak equivalences via function complexes in a simplicial model category.
Corollary 4.8 For every ∞-morphism F : A → B of Cobar(C) algebras, the following
statements are equivalent:
1. F is an ∞-quasi-isomorphism.
2. The SLie∞-morphisms
UAAB : map(A,A)→map(A,B) and UBAB : map(B,A)→ map(B,B)
induce homotopy equivalences of simplicial sets
MC•(map(A,A))
∼
−→MC•(map(A,B)) and MC•(map(B,A))
∼
−→MC•(map(B,B))
respectively.
3. The SLie∞-morphisms
UABA : map(B,A)→map(A,A) and UABB : map(B,B)→ map(A,B)
induce homotopy equivalences of simplicial sets
MC•(map(B,A))
∼
−→MC•(map(A,A)) and MC•(map(B,B))
∼
−→MC•(map(A,B))
respectively.
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Proof. The implications 1⇒ 2 and 1⇒ 3 are particular cases of Corollary 4.5. Let us prove
the implication 2⇒ 1.
Since F induces a homotopy equivalence of simplicial sets
MC•(map(B,A))
∼
−→MC•(map(B,B)),
we have an isomorphism
pi0
(
MC•(map(B,A))
)
∼= pi0
(
MC•(map(B,B))
)
,
which implies that there exists an ∞-morphism G : B → A such that F ◦ G and idB are
homotopic, in the sense of Def. 4.7. As in the proof of Prop. 4.6, this gives a commutative
diagram of Cobar(C) algebras and ∞-morphisms:
B
B B ⊗ k[t, dt]
B
H
F ◦G
idB
p0
p1
By taking the linear terms of the ∞-morphisms, this diagram, in turn, gives a diagram of
cochain complexes
B
B B ⊗ k[t, dt]
B ,
h
f ◦ g
idB
p0
p1
where h and f ◦ g are the linear terms pB⊗k[t,dt] ◦H|B, and pB ◦ F ◦ G|B, respectively. Let
I : B ⊗ k[t, dt]→ B denote “integration over the fiber”, i.e. the degree −1 linear map
I
(
b⊗ q(t) + b˜⊗ q˜(t)dt
)
= (−1)|b˜| b˜
∫ 1
0
q˜(t)dt.
Then one can show that the map sB : B → B defined as
sB := I ◦ h
is a chain homotopy
idB −f ◦ g = ∂BsB + sB∂B.
Hence, the map f is surjective on cohomology.
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Now consider the SLie∞-morphism
UABB : map(B,B)→ map(A,B)
which sends a MC element K ′ to (K ◦ F )′. This gives a map between sets
pi0
(
MC•(map(B,B))
)
→ pi0
(
MC•(map(A,B))
)
.
Since the MC elements (F ◦G)′ and (idB)
′ are connected by a 1-cell, we conclude that F ′ is
connected to (F ◦G ◦ F )′. By the first part of statement 2, the SLie∞-morphism
UAAB : map(A,A)→map(A,B)
induces a bijection
pi0
(
MC•(map(A,A))
)
∼= pi0
(
MC•(map(A,B))
)
.
sending [(idA)
′] to [F ′], and [(G ◦ F )′] to [(F ◦ G ◦ F )′] = [F ′]. Hence, we see that idA is
homotopic to G◦F . We produce a chain homotopy sA : A→ A using the same construction
as before, which shows that f is also injective on cohomology. Hence, F : A → B is an
∞-quasi-isomorphism.
The proof of the implication 3⇒ 1 is very similar to that of 2⇒ 1. So we leave it to the
reader. 
5 The Homotopy Transfer Theorem is a simple conse-
quence of the Goldman-Millson theorem
In this section we give an elegant proof of the Homotopy Transfer Theorem for Cobar(C)-
algebras. This proof is based on a construction from [7] and a version of the Goldman-Millson
theorem from [2].
Let us consider a dg cooperad C for which C◦ carries ascending filtration (2.1) satisfying
condition (2.3) and let A, B be cochain complexes.
In [7, Section 3.1], we equipped the cochain complex
Cyl(C, A, B) := s−1Hom(C◦(A), A) ⊕ Hom(C(A), B) ⊕ s
−1Hom(C◦(B), B) (5.1)
with a natural SLie∞-algebra structure
9
According to [7, Section 3.1], MC elements of Cyl(C, A, B) are triples:
• a Cobar(C)-algebra structure on A,
• a Cobar(C)-algebra structure on B, and
• an ∞-morphism from A to B .
9In [7], we actually introduce an L∞-structure on the suspension of (5.1). But the latter is, of course,
equivalent to introducing a SLie∞-algebra structure on (5.1).
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In particular, any chain map ϕ : A → B gives a MC element Qϕ corresponding to the
zero Cobar(C)-algebra structures on A, B, and the strict ∞-morphism from A to B.
Let us twist the SLie∞-algebra structure on (5.1), and denote the new SLie∞-algebra by
Cyl(C, A, B)Qϕ . (5.2)
It is not hard to see that the graded subspace
Cyl◦(C, A, B)
Qϕ := s−1Hom(C◦(A), A) ⊕ Hom(C◦(A), B) ⊕ s
−1Hom(C◦(B), B) (5.3)
is a SLie∞-subalgebra of (5.2) and filtration (2.1) on C◦ allows us to equip (5.3) with a
natural complete descending filtration F•Cyl◦(C, A, B)
Qϕ (see Remark 2 in [7, Section 3.2])
such that
Cyl◦(C, A, B)
Qϕ = F1Cyl◦(C, A, B)
Qϕ . (5.4)
In other words, (5.3) is a filtered SLie∞-algebra.
Furthermore, according to [7, Section 3.2], MC elements of (5.3) are in bijection with
triples:
• a Cobar(C)-algebra structure on A,
• a Cobar(C)-algebra structure on B, and
• an ∞-morphism F from A to B whose linear term is ϕ.
The Homotopy Transfer Theorem can be now formulated as follows:
Theorem 5.1 Let B be a Cobar(C)-algebra, A be a cochain complex and ϕ : A → B be
a quasi-isomorphism of cochain complexes. Then there exists a Cobar(C)-algebra struc-
ture QA on A, a Cobar(C)-algebra structure QB on B (which is homotopy equivalent to
the original one) and an ∞-morphism F from (A,QA) to (B,QB) whose linear term is
ϕ. If (Q˜A, Q˜B, F˜ ) is another triple satisfying the above properties then the MC elements
corresponding to (QA, QB, F ) and (Q˜A, Q˜B, F˜ ) are isomorphic in
MC•
(
Cyl◦(C, A, B)
Qϕ
)
.
Proof. Let us identify the graded vector space of the convolution Lie algebra
Conv(C◦,EndB)
with Hom(C◦(B), B) and consider s
−1Hom(C◦(B), B) with the corresponding SLie∞-algebra
structure.
Due to [7, Proposition 3.2], the canonical projection
piB : Cyl◦(C, A, B)
Qϕ → s−1Hom(C◦(B), B) (5.5)
is a strict quasi-isomorphism of SLie∞-algebras which is obviously compatible with the
descending filtrations coming from (2.1).
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Using the same arguments, as in the proof of [7, Proposition 3.2], it is easy to see that
piB : FmCyl◦(C, A, B)
Qϕ → s−1FmHom(C◦(B), B)
is a quasi-isomorphism of cochain complexes for every m ≥ 1.
Therefore, applying Theorem 1.1 from [2] to (5.5), we conclude that piB induces a weak
equivalence of simplicial sets
MC•
(
Cyl◦(C, A, B)
Qϕ
)
→MC•
(
s−1Hom(C◦(B), B)
)
and hence a bijection
pi0
(
MC•
(
Cyl◦(C, A, B)
Qϕ
))
→ pi0
(
MC•
(
s−1Hom(C◦(B), B)
))
.
Thus Theorem 5.1 is a simple consequence of the fact that MC elements of the SLie∞-
algebra
s−1Hom(C◦(B), B) (5.6)
are in bijection with Cobar(C)-algebra structures on B. Moreover, homotopy equivalent
Cobar(C)-algebra structures on B correspond precisely to isomorphic MC elements of (5.6).

Remark 5.2 In the usual version of the Homotopy Transfer Theorem (see [19, Theorem
10.3.2]) one constructs a Cobar(C)-algebra structure on A and an ∞ quasi-isomorphism F
from A to B with the original Cobar(C)-algebra structure, while in the above theorem, F
lands in (B,QB) where QB is only homotopy equivalent to the original one. On the other
hand, given an isomorphism connecting two MC elements Q˜B and QB in
MC•
(
s−1Hom(C◦(B), B)
)
,
it is easy to construct an∞-morphism G from (B,QB) to (B, Q˜B) whose linear term is idB .
So the “usual” version of the Homotopy Transfer Theorem follows from Theorem 5.1.
A Proof of Proposition 2.6
Although very similar claims to Proposition 2.6 appeared in the literature (see, for example,
[1], [12], [16], [22]) we still decided to give its proof for convenience of the reader.
Let us denote by Q′A the composition
pA ◦QA : C(A)→ A .
To prove that multi-bracket (2.12) is symmetric in its arguments, we let
∆m(v) =
∑
α
(γα; v
α
1 , v
α
2 , . . . , v
α
m) (A.1)
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and recall that ∆m(v) lands in Sm-invariants of C(m) ⊗ V
⊗m. In other words, for every
σ ∈ Sm we have∑
α
(
σ−1(γα); v
α
σ(1), v
α
σ(2), . . . , v
α
σ(m)
)
=
∑
α
(γα; v
α
1 , v
α
2 , . . . , v
α
m) . (A.2)
Therefore, for every σ ∈ Sm, we have
{fσ(1), . . . , fσ(m)}(v) =∑
α
Q′A ◦ (1⊗ fσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ fσ(m))
(
σ−1(γα); v
α
σ(1), v
α
σ(2), . . . , v
α
σ(m)
)
=
∑
α
±Q′A
(
σ−1(γα); fσ(1)(v
α
σ(1)), fσ(2)(v
α
σ(2)), . . . , fσ(m)(v
α
σ(m))
)
.
Thus, since QA is compatible with the action of the symmetric group,
{fσ(1), . . . , fσ(m)}(v) =∑
α
±Q′A
(
σ−1(γα); fσ(1)(v
α
σ(1)), fσ(2)(v
α
σ(2)), . . . , fσ(m)(v
α
σ(m))
)
=
∑
α
±Q′A
(
γα; f1(v
α
1 ), f2(v
α
2 ), . . . , fm(v
α
m)
)
=
∑
α
±Q′A ◦ (1⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fm)(γα; v
α
1 , v
α
2 , . . . , v
α
m) = ±{f1, . . . , fm}(v) .
So multi-bracket (2.12) is indeed symmetric10 in its arguments.
Let us now prove that the operation
f 7→ {f} (A.3)
is a differential on Hom(V,A), i.e. {{f}} = 0 for every f ∈ Hom(V,A).
Indeed, using the identities ∂2A = 0, ∂
2
V = 0 and the compatibility of ∆1 with the differ-
entials on V and C(1)⊗ V , we get
{{f}}(v) = ∂A {f}(v)− (−1)
|f |+1{f}(∂V v) +Q
′
A
(
1⊗ {f}(∆1(v))
)
=
∂A ◦Q
′
A ◦ (1⊗ f) ◦∆1(v) + (−1)
|f |Q′A ◦ (1⊗ f)
(
(∂C + ∂V )∆1(v)
)
+Q′A ◦ (1⊗ (∂A ◦ f))
(
∆1(v)
)
− (−1)|f |Q′A ◦ (1⊗ (f ◦ ∂V ))
(
∆1(v)
)
+Q′A ◦ (1⊗Q
′
A) ◦ (1⊗ 1⊗ f)
(
(1⊗∆1) ◦∆1(v)
)
(A.4)
for every v ∈ V .
Using the axioms of a coalgebra over a cooperad, we rewrite the expression (1⊗∆1)◦∆1(v)
in (A.4) as follows
(1⊗∆1) ◦∆1(v) = (∆
C ⊗ 1) ◦∆1(v) , (A.5)
10In the above calculations, the sign factors can be easily deduced from the Koszul rule of signs.
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where ∆C is the cooperadic comultiplication
∆C : C(1)→ C(1)⊗ C(1) .
Therefore the expression {{f}}(v) can be rewritten as
{{f}}(v) =
(
∂A ◦Q
′
A +Q
′
A ◦ (∂C + ∂A) + Q
′
A ◦QA
)
◦ (1⊗ f) ◦∆1(v) . (A.6)
Thus the identity {{f}} = 0 is a consequence of the MC equation for Q′A.
Our goal now is to prove the relation
m∑
p=1
∑
σ∈Shp,m−p
(−1)ε(σ;f1,...,fm){{fσ(1), . . . , fσ(p)}, fσ(p+1), . . . , fσ(m)}(v) = 0 (A.7)
for every m ≥ 2 and v ∈ V , where the sign factor (−1)ε(σ;f1,...,fm) is defined in (1.1).
In our calculations below, we often put ± instead of the precise sign factor. These sign
factors can be easily deduced from the Koszul rule of signs.
Unfolding (A.7) we get
m∑
p=1
∑
σ∈Shp,m−p
(−1)ε(σ;f1,...,fm){{fσ(1), . . . , fσ(p)}, fσ(p+1), . . . , fσ(m)}(v) =
∂A
(
{f1, . . . , fm}(v)
)
+ (−1)|f1|+···+|fm|{f1, . . . , fm}
(
∂V (v)
)
+
m∑
i=1
(−1)|f1|+···+|fi−1|{f1, . . . , (∂A ◦ fi − (−1)
|fi|fi ◦ ∂V ), . . . , fm}(v)
+
∑
1≤p≤m
σ∈Shp,m−p
(−1)ε(σ;f1,...,fm)Q′A
(
1;Q′A
(
(1; fσ(1), . . . , fσ(p))∆p(−)
)
, fσ(p+1), . . . , fσ(m)(∆m−p+1(v))
)
.
(A.8)
Expanding the expression ∂A
(
{f1, . . . , fm}(v)
)
, we get
∂A
(
{f1, . . . , fm}(v)
)
= ∂AQ
′
A
(
1; f1, . . . , fm(∆m(v))
)
=
∑
α
∂AQ
′
A
(
(1; f1, . . . , fm)(γα; v
α
1 , v
α
2 , . . . , v
α
m))
=
∑
α
±∂AQ
′
A
(
γα; f1(v
α
1 ), . . . , fm(v
α
m)).
Using
∆m(∂V (v)) =
∑
α
(∂C(γα); v
α
1 , v
α
2 , . . . , v
α
m) +
∑
α
1≤i≤m
±(γα; v
α
1 , . . . , ∂V (v
α
i ), . . . , v
α
m) ,
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we expand {f1, . . . , fm}
(
∂V (v)
)
obtaining
{f1, . . . , fm}
(
∂V (v)
)
= Q′A
(
1; f1, . . . , fm(∆m(∂V (v)))
)
=
∑
α
Q′A
(
(1; f1, . . . , fm)(∂C(γα); v
α
1 , v
α
2 , . . . , v
α
m)
)
+
∑
α
1≤i≤m
±Q′A
(
(1; f1, . . . , fm)(γα; v
α
1 , . . . , ∂V (v
α
i ), . . . , v
α
m)
)
=
∑
α
±Q′A
(
∂C(γα); f1(v
α
1 ), . . . , fm(v
α
m)
)
+
∑
α
1≤i≤m
±Q′A
(
γα; f1(v
α
1 ), . . . , fi(∂V (v
α
i )), . . . , fm(v
α
m)
)
.
Expanding the sum
m∑
i=1
(−1)|f1|+···+|fi−1|{f1, . . . , (∂A ◦ fi − (−1)
|fi|fi ◦ ∂V ), . . . , fm}(v)
we obtain
m∑
i=1
(−1)|f1|+···+|fi−1|{f1, . . . , (∂A ◦ fi − (−1)
|fi|fi ◦ ∂V ), . . . , fm}(v) =
∑
α
1≤i≤m
±Q′A
(
1; f1, . . . , (∂A ◦ fi − (−1)
|fi|fi ◦ ∂V ), . . . , fm
)
(γα; v
α
1 , v
α
2 , . . . , v
α
m)
=
∑
α
1≤i≤m
±Q′A
(
γα; f1(v
α
1 ), . . . , (∂A ◦ fi − (−1)
|fi|fi ◦ ∂V )(v
α
i ), . . . , fm(v
α
m)
)
=
∑
α
1≤i≤m
±Q′A
(
γα; f1(v
α
1 ), . . . , ∂A(fi(v
α
i )), . . . , fm(v
α
m)
)
−
∑
α
1≤i≤m
±Q′A
(
γα; f1(v
α
1 ), . . . , fi(∂V v
α
i ), . . . , fm(v
α
m)
)
. (A.9)
The last sum in the R.H.S. of (A.8) is expanded as follows:
∑
1≤p≤m
σ∈Shp,m−p
(−1)ε(σ;f1,...,fm)Q′A
(
1;Q′A
(
(1; fσ(1), . . . , fσ(p))∆p(−)
)
, fσ(p+1), . . . , fσ(m)(∆m−p+1(v))
)
=
∑
1≤p≤m
σ∈Shp,m−p
±Q′A(1⊗Q
′
A ⊗ 1
⊗(m−p))
(
1; (1; fσ(1), . . . , fσ(p)), fσ(p+1), . . . , fσ(m)
)
(
(1⊗∆p ⊗ 1
⊗(m−p)) ◦∆m−p+1(v)
)
. (A.10)
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Using the axioms of C-coalgebra structure on V , we can rewrite the term (1 ⊗ ∆p ⊗
1⊗(m−p)) ◦∆m−p+1(v) as follows:
(1⊗∆p ⊗ 1
⊗(m−p)) ◦∆m−p+1(v) = (∆
C
tm,p
⊗ 1⊗m) ◦∆m(v) , (A.11)
where tm,p is the labeled planar tree depicted in Figure 3. and let γ
σ
α,β,1 and γ
σ
α,β,2 be the
. . .
p+ 1
1
. . .
p
m
Figure 3: The labeled planar tree tm,p
tensor factors in
∆Cσ(tm,p)(γα) =
∑
β
γσα,β,1 ⊗ γ
σ
α,β,2 , (A.12)
where σ(tm,p) is the tree corresponding to the (p,m− p)-shuffle σ.
Using the axioms of the cooperadic comultiplication ∆C, we get
Sum (A.10) =
α,β∑
1≤p≤m
σ∈Shp,m−p
±Q′A(1⊗Q
′
A ⊗ 1
⊗(m−p)) (A.13)
(
γσα,β,1 ; ( γ
σ
α,β,2; fσ(1)(v
α
σ(1)), . . . , fσ(p)(v
α
σ(p))), fσ(p+1)(v
α
σ(p+1)), . . . , fσ(m)(v
α
σ(m))
)
,
which can be rewritten in terms of the bracket on the convolution Lie algebra Conv(C◦,EndA)
(Prop. 4.1, [3]). Namely,
Sum (A.10) =
1
2
∑
α
[Q′A, Q
′
A](γα; f1(v
α
1 ), . . . , fm(v
α
m)) , (A.14)
where we tacitly identify the composition Q′A = pA ◦QA with the corresponding element in
Conv(C◦,EndA) =
∏
n≥1
HomSn
(
C◦(n),EndA(n)
)
. (A.15)
Collecting the expanded terms of the R.H.S. of (A.8) we obtain∑
α
±∂AQ
′
A
(
γα; f1(v
α
1 ), . . . , fm(v
α
m)) +
∑
α
±Q′A
(
∂C(γα); f1(v
α
1 ), . . . , fm(v
α
m))
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+
∑
α
1≤i≤m
±Q′A
(
γα; f1(v
α
1 ), . . . , fi(∂V (v
α
i )), . . . , fm(v
α
m)
)
(A.16)
−
∑
α
1≤i≤m
±Q′A
(
γα; f1(v
α
1 ), . . . , fi(∂V v
α
i ), . . . , fm(v
α
m)
)
(A.17)
∑
α
1≤i≤m
±Q′A
(
γα; f1(v
α
1 ), . . . , ∂A(fi(v
α
i )), . . . , fm(v
α
m)
)
+
1
2
∑
α
[Q′A, Q
′
A](γα; f1(v
α
1 ), . . . , fm(v
α
m))
Canceling terms (A.16) and (A.17), we see that the right hand side of (A.8) can be
rewritten as
The R.H.S. of (A.8) =(
∂A ◦Q
′
A +Q
′
A ◦ (∂C + ∂A) +
1
2
[Q′A, Q
′
A]
)
(1; f1, . . . , fm)(∆m(v)) , (A.18)
where, as above, we identify Q′A with the corresponding element in (A.15).
Thus desired equations (A.7) are satisfied due to the fact that Q′A is a MC element of dg
Lie algebra (A.15).
We conclude this proof by a comment about the sign factors.
All sign factors in the above computations are subject to the usual Koszul rule. For
example, to show explicitly that terms (A.16) and (A.17) cancel each other, we need to
verify that the corresponding contributions from the term
(−1)|f1|+···+|fm|{f1, . . . , fm}(∂V (v)) (A.19)
matches with the contributions from
(−1)|f1|+···+|fi|{f1, . . . , fi ◦ ∂V , . . . , fm}(v) . (A.20)
in equation (A.8).
It is easy to see that the contribution
Q′A(γα; f1(v
α
1 ), . . . , fi ◦ ∂V (v
α
i ), . . . fm(v
α
m)) (A.21)
from (A.19) and from (A.20) has the same sign factor
(−1)ε+ε
′
,
where
ε = |γα|(1 + |f1|+ · · ·+ |fm|) + |v
α
1 |+ · · ·+ |v
α
i−1|+ |f1|+ · · ·+ |fi| ,
and
ε′ = |vα1 |(|f2|+ · · ·+ |fm|) + · · ·+ |v
α
m−1||fm| .
Proposition 2.6 is proved. 
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